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What is OTEC?What is OTEC?

•• Ocean Thermal Energy ConversionOcean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) is a (OTEC) is a solar technologysolar technology
for renewable energy generation.for renewable energy generation.

•• Works by recovering solar energy received by the oceans Works by recovering solar energy received by the oceans ((ocean is ocean is 
used as a solar collector) used as a solar collector) by using temperature differential by using temperature differential 
between warm surface water and cold deep water.between warm surface water and cold deep water.

•• Works in areas where the temperature difference between the Works in areas where the temperature difference between the 
warmer, top layer of the ocean and the colder, deep ocean water warmer, top layer of the ocean and the colder, deep ocean water is is 
about about 2020°°CC.. These are These are tropical areastropical areas with with deep ocean waters.deep ocean waters.

•• OTEC allows production of electricity (and desalinated water, ifOTEC allows production of electricity (and desalinated water, if
desired) from desired) from local sourceslocal sources at a at a fixed costfixed cost, on a , on a continuous continuous 
basisbasis. . 
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In closed-cycle OTEC, difference in temperature between deep, cold water and 

hot surface water is used to vaporize a working fluid, which runs a turbine and 

generates electricity.
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OTEC Closed Cycle Schematic
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OTEC Open Cycle SchematicOTEC Open Cycle Schematic

In In openopen--cycle OTECcycle OTEC, warm seawater is evaporated at low , warm seawater is evaporated at low 

temperatures under a vacuum. Resulting steam is used to run turbtemperatures under a vacuum. Resulting steam is used to run turbines ines 

and generate power. Steam is condensed using cold deep water. Byand generate power. Steam is condensed using cold deep water. By

product is desalinated water, up to 0.5 MGD/MW. There are also hproduct is desalinated water, up to 0.5 MGD/MW. There are also hybrid ybrid 

cycles.cycles.
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OTEC OTEC CharacteristicsCharacteristics

•• No No fuel needed.fuel needed.

•• Cost is essentially capital cost of plant, plus O&M. Fixed from Cost is essentially capital cost of plant, plus O&M. Fixed from Day 1, Day 1, 
no volatilityno volatility..

•• Energy from Energy from local sources at fixed cost.   local sources at fixed cost.   Not vulnerable to Not vulnerable to 
external factorsexternal factors

•• Environmental impacts are lower than other sourcesEnvironmental impacts are lower than other sources

•• Can concurrently produce potable waterCan concurrently produce potable water

•• Very high Very high availability factoravailability factor (>85%)(>85%) vs. 35% for wind, 45% solar.vs. 35% for wind, 45% solar.

•• Cost is known and fixed from day 1Cost is known and fixed from day 1. No volatility. No volatility

•• Public tends to receptive to idea, once the basic principle is Public tends to receptive to idea, once the basic principle is 
understood.understood.

•• OTEC can be valuable component in energy portfolio, particularlyOTEC can be valuable component in energy portfolio, particularly
suited for suited for baseline critical loads.baseline critical loads.
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Where will OTEC work?Where will OTEC work?

Tropical and Sub-Tropical regions all over the globe
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HistoryHistory

• Idea conceived by Jules Verne in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, 

published in 1869.

• Jacques D’Arsonval formally proposed the idea in France in the 

1880's.

• His disciple, engineer/entrepreneur Dr. Georges Claude, who  

improved   the air liquefaction process, and  invented neon 

lighting,  built an experimental plant in Ougrée, Belgium, using a 

lake as cold water source and thermal effluents from a factory as 

hot water source. Temperature difference about the same as for 

OTEC.

• Based on good results of Belgian experiment, Claude builds the 

first OTEC plant in Matanzas, Cuba in 1930.
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Corrugated Steel Cold Water Pipe Used by Claude in Cuba, 1930
Source: Club des Argonautes
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Remnants of Claude’s thermal pool in Matanzas, Cuba (1930)

source: Bohemia (Cuba), 2007
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Claude reports on Cuban OTEC experiment, 1930
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Further work on OTECFurther work on OTEC

•• French Vichy government founds French Vichy government founds Energie des MersEnergie des Mers (EDM) society in (EDM) society in 
1941. Dr. Claude is involved. Result: at end of WWII,  he is jai1941. Dr. Claude is involved. Result: at end of WWII,  he is jailed as led as 
Nazi collaborator until 1950.Nazi collaborator until 1950.

•• EDM continues to be active through 1950EDM continues to be active through 1950’’s. Designed an OTEC plant s. Designed an OTEC plant 
for  Abidjan (Ivory Coast) but project was too costly.for  Abidjan (Ivory Coast) but project was too costly.

•• EDM ceased operation when French government decided to get EDM ceased operation when French government decided to get 
heavily involved with nuclear energy.heavily involved with nuclear energy.

•• In 1950In 1950’’s Norwegians Norwegian--American engineer  American engineer  Bryn BeorseBryn Beorse (who had (who had 
worked with EDM after WWII)  and Professor worked with EDM after WWII)  and Professor Everett D. HoweEverett D. Howe
founded the Sea Water Conversion Laboratory at University of founded the Sea Water Conversion Laboratory at University of 
California and obtained government funds for research. An openCalifornia and obtained government funds for research. An open--
cycle plant was proposed for water desalination, but government cycle plant was proposed for water desalination, but government 
was not receptive. Still, significant research was conducted. was not receptive. Still, significant research was conducted. 
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1970’s Energy Crisis

• Due to Arab embargo, oil prices increased steeply, driving world into 

recession 

• President Carter called for energy independence for  U.S. (“Moral Equivalent 

of War”)

• Federal government provided funds for OTEC research . Over $500 million 

spent during late 1970’s to late 1980’s

• Significant amount of work done by private companie s, Johns Hopkins APL, 

Argonne National Laboratory and University of Puert o Rico at Mayaguez

• Proposals for a demonstration system were requested  by the U.S. 

Department of Energy. 
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U.S. Government funded OTEC work U.S. Government funded OTEC work 
(1970(1970’’s to 1990s to 1990’’s)s)

• Multiple experiments on configuration, materials, e tc.

• Many conducted by UPR Mayaguez.UPR Mayaguez.

• R&D and several system designs funded.

• Mini-OTEC: an initial prototype system was built by  a consortium of 

private companies using government funds in Hawaii in 1979.

• US companies  state this was first time that net pr oduction of electric 

power was demonstrated. 
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MiniOTEC 
(1979)

50 kW CC-OTEC
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OTECOTEC--11

•• Built in 1980 by USDOE.Built in 1980 by USDOE.
•• Test site for closedTest site for closed--cycle OTEC heat exchangers installed on board a cycle OTEC heat exchangers installed on board a 
converted U.S. Navy tanker.converted U.S. Navy tanker.
•• Test results identified methods for designing commercialTest results identified methods for designing commercial--scale heat scale heat 
exchangers.exchangers.
•• Demonstrated that OTEC systems can operate from slowly moving sDemonstrated that OTEC systems can operate from slowly moving ships .hips .
•• New design for suspended coldNew design for suspended cold--water pipes was validated at that test site. water pipes was validated at that test site. 
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210 kW OC-OTEC Experimental Plant

PICHTR, 1993-1998
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Japanese Plant at Republic of NauruJapanese Plant at Republic of Nauru

Land-based 100 kW closed-cycle plant (1982)
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Sometimes downplayed by US companies, but provided valuable research 
and experience in cost-effective manner. 
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What happened?What happened?
Why OTEC is not in use today?Why OTEC is not in use today?
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• Cost of oil dropped back to near $10/bbl in 1990’s.

• Reagan administration favored nuclear power.

• Efforts depended on government funding.

• U.S and other governments stopped most funding for 

OTEC research in 1990’s.

• Hawaii plant dismantled.

• Global warming was known to environmental experts, 

but did not become a major concern until much later .
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Why now?Why now?

•• Oil prices have surged ($148/bbl in midOil prices have surged ($148/bbl in mid--2008).2008).

•• Concerns about Concerns about stability of oil supplies and peaking of productionstability of oil supplies and peaking of production

•• Increase in oil prices will cause increase in price of other fueIncrease in oil prices will cause increase in price of other fuels (LNG, ls (LNG, 

Coal, etc).Coal, etc).

•• Concern about Concern about global warmingglobal warming..

•• EnergyEnergy--water nexus.water nexus.

•• Carbon tax,Carbon tax, cap on GHG emissioncap on GHG emission or  or  carbon creditscarbon credits on global basis.on global basis.

•• Many developing countries are Many developing countries are totally dependency on imported totally dependency on imported 

energy sources. energy sources. 

•• Volatility of energy prices Volatility of energy prices is a major concern.is a major concern.
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OTEC and the EnvironmentOTEC and the Environment

•• Impacts during construction are manageable.Impacts during construction are manageable.

•• No emissions of air pollutants in normal operation.No emissions of air pollutants in normal operation.

•• Low amounts of CO2 (greenhouse gas) released, much less than witLow amounts of CO2 (greenhouse gas) released, much less than with any  h any  
fossil fuel.fossil fuel.

•• Hurricanes/ EarthquakesHurricanes/ Earthquakes-- can be considered in design.can be considered in design.

•• Catastrophic failure (thermal fluid escape) has only local effecCatastrophic failure (thermal fluid escape) has only local effects, not major ts, not major 
disaster. Ammonia is managed daily in many cold storage facilitidisaster. Ammonia is managed daily in many cold storage facilities. Nearly es. Nearly 
100 years of experience.100 years of experience.

•• Effect of biocides used for Effect of biocides used for HXHX’’ss-- can be controlled.can be controlled.

•• UpwellingUpwelling-- effect of bringing nutrienteffect of bringing nutrient--rich deep water to the surface. rich deep water to the surface. 
Environmental disruptions can be reduced by proper design of theEnvironmental disruptions can be reduced by proper design of the
discharge. If water is discharged at proper depth, effect is essdischarge. If water is discharged at proper depth, effect is essentially entially 
eliminated.eliminated.

Offshore Infrastructure Associates, Inc. 20
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OTEC OTEC andand WaterWater

•• Closed cycle OTEC essentially consumes no water (water is Closed cycle OTEC essentially consumes no water (water is 
returned to ocean).returned to ocean).

•• Open or Hybrid Cycle OTEC can produce  over Open or Hybrid Cycle OTEC can produce  over 75,000 liters 75,000 liters 
of desalinated water per megawattof desalinated water per megawatt--hourhour (1,900 m3/MW) (1,900 m3/MW) 
of electricity generated.of electricity generated.

•• No other form of energy can do thisNo other form of energy can do this..

•• OTEC is prime candidate forOTEC is prime candidate for waterwater--poor island nationspoor island nations
(Caribbean, Pacific, etc).(Caribbean, Pacific, etc).

Offshore Infrastructure Associates, Inc. 21
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OTEC CommercializationOTEC Commercialization

•• There are several OTEC modalities and applications. It is There are several OTEC modalities and applications. It is 
important to distinguish which ones are mature enough important to distinguish which ones are mature enough 
for commercialization and which ones need more work.for commercialization and which ones need more work.

•• ““OTEC TechnologyOTEC Technology”” can includecan include
–– Closed cycle plants (land or platformClosed cycle plants (land or platform--based) for power onlybased) for power only

–– Open cycle plants for coOpen cycle plants for co--production of water and powerproduction of water and power

–– Hybrid cycle plants for coHybrid cycle plants for co--production of water and powerproduction of water and power

–– Exotic cycles (Exotic cycles (KalinaKalina, etc), etc)

–– PlantshipsPlantships

•• Not all modalities are ripe for commercial application. In Not all modalities are ripe for commercial application. In 
some, substantial additional work may be required. some, substantial additional work may be required. 

•• However, some modalities are ready for use now.However, some modalities are ready for use now.
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OTEC CommercializationOTEC Commercialization

•• A A commercialcommercial--scale closedscale closed-- cycle OTECcycle OTEC plantplant is is 
feasible today and feasible today and constructableconstructable with commercially with commercially 
available components and technology.available components and technology.

•• Examples: 1980 Examples: 1980 JHUJHU APL Design; 1983 GE design could APL Design; 1983 GE design could 
be built at the time. Recent advances facilitate be built at the time. Recent advances facilitate 
construction even moreconstruction even more

•• Open or hybrid cycle plants are more costly and may Open or hybrid cycle plants are more costly and may 
require customrequire custom--built components, complicating built components, complicating 
implementation.implementation.

•• Plantships, exotics, other modalities do require additional Plantships, exotics, other modalities do require additional 
development work before commercializationdevelopment work before commercialization
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Key factor for OTEC commercializationKey factor for OTEC commercialization

•• Economic viabilityEconomic viability: the real reason why commercial OTEC plants : the real reason why commercial OTEC plants 

have not been built is economic: other sources of energy were mohave not been built is economic: other sources of energy were more re 

convenient and less expensive.convenient and less expensive.

•• OTEC powerplants must be analyzed as OTEC powerplants must be analyzed as utility projectsutility projects. Using an . Using an 

aerospace or defenseaerospace or defense--type project approach is not appropriate for type project approach is not appropriate for 

utilities.utilities.

•• For an OTEC (or any plant) to be For an OTEC (or any plant) to be commercially viablecommercially viable, it must be , it must be 

able to sell its output at price that will cover costs and proviable to sell its output at price that will cover costs and provide de 

reasonable return to investors. It must also be able to do so atreasonable return to investors. It must also be able to do so at

equal or lower cost/kWh than other sources.  equal or lower cost/kWh than other sources.  This is the real key This is the real key 
to OTEC commercializationto OTEC commercialization..

•• Environmental impactEnvironmental impact is important, but often not taken into account is important, but often not taken into account 

by policymakers. by policymakers. Cost is the main driver in utility decisionsCost is the main driver in utility decisions. . 
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OTEC vs. other energy sourcesOTEC vs. other energy sources
(utility perspective)(utility perspective)

•• OTEC provides OTEC provides baseload powerbaseload power (availability of 85% or (availability of 85% or 
more). Wind and solar only provide availability of 25more). Wind and solar only provide availability of 25--
40%. Even conventional hydropower availability is 40%. Even conventional hydropower availability is 
<60% in most cases.<60% in most cases.

•• OTEC really should be compared to OTEC really should be compared to baseload energy baseload energy 
sourcessources: fossil and nuclear.: fossil and nuclear.

•• Conventional fossil capital cost ~$2,200/kWeConventional fossil capital cost ~$2,200/kWe

•• Nuclear capital cost >$7,000/kWe, possibly much more.Nuclear capital cost >$7,000/kWe, possibly much more.

•• Both use fuel, OTEC does notBoth use fuel, OTEC does not

•• OTEC capital cost $6,500 to $8,000/kWe (depending on OTEC capital cost $6,500 to $8,000/kWe (depending on 
circumstances), circumstances), no fuel neededno fuel needed. . 
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When is OTEC competitive?When is OTEC competitive?

•• Cost per kWh Cost per kWh ($/kWh($/kWh) is the main factor:) is the main factor:

•• $/kWh is function of:$/kWh is function of:

–– Amortized capital costAmortized capital cost

–– OM&ROM&R

–– Fuel costFuel cost

–– Credits or ChargesCredits or Charges

–– Return to investorsReturn to investors

•• In OTEC fuel cost is In OTEC fuel cost is zero.

•• Principal factor will be Principal factor will be amortized capital costamortized capital cost
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Key factors for OTEC Key factors for OTEC 
commercializationcommercialization

•• Commitment to use plant output for a sufficient time to amortizeCommitment to use plant output for a sufficient time to amortize
the investment (long term contract)the investment (long term contract)

• Ability to secure financing at favorable terms and 
conditions::
–– For the same powerplant, price/kWh to could range from $0.10 (3%For the same powerplant, price/kWh to could range from $0.10 (3%

interest rate, 25 year amortization) to over $0.18 (8%, 15 year)interest rate, 25 year amortization) to over $0.18 (8%, 15 year)..

–– Important: price will be stable for the duration of the contractImportant: price will be stable for the duration of the contract..

•• Even in higher cost case, OTEC is competitive today in locationsEven in higher cost case, OTEC is competitive today in locations
presently dependent on oil, and vulnerable to oil price volatilipresently dependent on oil, and vulnerable to oil price volatility and ty and 
supply instability. supply instability. 

–– HI average electric price in October 2009 was $0.2357/kWh.HI average electric price in October 2009 was $0.2357/kWh.

•• Emission credits and taxesEmission credits and taxes can sweeten the deal, but really may not can sweeten the deal, but really may not 
be a critical factor in longbe a critical factor in long--term energy policy decisions, laws can term energy policy decisions, laws can 
change. change. 
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• Commercial OTEC is feasible today in selected locations.Commercial OTEC is feasible today in selected locations.

•• Initial generation of plants will be closed cycle. Initial generation of plants will be closed cycle. 

•• Principal reason why commercial plants were not developed in thePrincipal reason why commercial plants were not developed in the
past was economic (energy from other sources was available at past was economic (energy from other sources was available at 
lower costs).lower costs).

•• With current oil prices and expected carbon taxes, OTEC can be aWith current oil prices and expected carbon taxes, OTEC can be a
very attractive option for tropical locations that presently depvery attractive option for tropical locations that presently depend on end on 
oil for baseline power generation.oil for baseline power generation.

•• Provides  clean, baseline power from local sources at essentiallProvides  clean, baseline power from local sources at essentially y 
fixed cost. Volatility of energy prices is eliminated.fixed cost. Volatility of energy prices is eliminated.
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